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Live & die, we are hung by the wings of oppression, our
saints fail us fast
Dress for times of disaster as we take our last breath
Look of life passing by us, we say our last good-byes, 
Crush my life in a moment, kiss your life goodbye
Death will come for us before we kill ourselves, living
this life of passion
Waiting for death as everything is taken
I will be there waiting, our foolish pleads so quiet &
everything I love is gone
You will burn until the end takes your precious descent
into the crypt
Take all your punishment & try to love it
Time won't mend, you will destroy yourself
Black & white surroundings vast, the times unwinding
the patience
Will reveal the pictures of death itself. I will bless
myself with reason
I can't mend myself, hope for the best path of reason
as love kills itself
Destroy you fucking love, as I plead for you to leave me
innocent trust myself with
Thought surrounded punishment, tears of will pouring
into my hands
Trap myself in life, the Roses rest in bliss, everyone
that I love is fucking dead
Dress of murders of your past life, dress for you, dress
in death, 
The ones we love, we'll lose their faces, comfort us
The victims falling are the ones we love, dress for you
as I'm sure you will leave
Part my lies only for you, only for you as I'm safe from
the ashes
Safe from the tears that are worn on our precious
things
So dear, while I'm watching the faces of vanity with
death of today
Nothing so precious in this instance can look just as
lovely, take this love from me
Take it away, everything lovely is taken away, kill my
life, ashes away, kill my soul
Kill everything... Nothing sacred in this world, can't be
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taken away as you force through life
Love is a dead display, I am left alone, is my heart still
beating?
Nothing left for you, nothing sacred, tear my world
apart, serenade me
Life's only truth taken from you... as tears taste of
death's sweet problems left to me unsaid
Live for this, I strive with everything
SECRET love was left unsaid, I'm here alone to warm
you
We live by our passion, we live by our rules now, the
only thing left for us is death
As I pled for you to leave me innocent, trust myself with
thought surrounded punishment
Tears of will pouring into my hands, 
Trap myself in life, the Roses rest in bliss, everyone
that I love is fucking dead
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